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Background
About G-RIDE
Government of Gujarat and Ministry of Railways have signed a Joint Venture Agreement on 17th
August 2016 to form a JV Company which would develop railway projects by itself or through
SPV’s. This JV Company, Gujarat Rail Infrastructure Development Corporation Limited (G-RIDE)
has been incorporated under the provision of the Companies Act, 2013, on 6th January 2017 with
equity contribution of 51% and 49% from Government of Gujarat(GOG) and Ministry of
Railway(MOR) respectively.
G-RIDE has a mission to develop and augment critical Railway Development projects, enhance
capacity of High-Density Network and provide last mile railway connectivity with main railway line
of the State with high standards of safety and efficiency by adopting the best technological
practices, sound financial strategy and optimum utilization of resources through implementing
large capacity creation programs.
In an effort to develop the concept of a semi high speed rail connect between Ahmedabad and
Rajkot, Delhi Integrated Multi modal Transit System Ltd. is assisting G-Ride for preparation of
preliminary studies.

Introduction of High speed . semi high speed rail
High-speed rail (HSR) is a type of rail transport that operates significantly faster than traditional
rail traffic, using an integrated system of specialized rolling stock & signaling systems and
dedicated tracks. While there is no single standard that applies worldwide, new lines in excess of
250 kilometers per hour (160 mph) and existing lines in excess of 200 kilometers per hour
(120 mph) are widely considered to be high-speed.
Semi high speed rail or Medium speed rail or Higher-speed rail (HrSR), also known as highperformance rail, higher-performance rail, or almost-high-speed rail, is a jargon used to
describe inter-city passenger rail services that have top speeds of more than conventional rail but
are not high enough to be called high-speed rail services. The term is also used by planners to
identify the incremental rail improvements to increase train speeds and reduce travel time as
alternatives to larger efforts to create or expand the high-speed rail networks.
The Indian Railways is in the process of transitioning to semi-high speed and high-speed network
routes only, with train speeds of 160 and 320 kilometres per hour (kmph) across its entire network
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In year 2016 Indian Railways has started semi high speed rail system in India, Gatiman Express
between Delhi to Agra extended to Jhansi is India’s first semi high speed train and also one of
the fastest train of India with top speed of 150 km/hr. Other trains named Vande Bharat trains
with top speed of 150 kmph are plying between New Delhi and Varanasi, New Delhi & Shri Mata
Vaishno devi Katra .High Speed trains corridor in India includes Mumbai to Ahmedabad and Delhi
to Varanasi.

Advantages of Semi High speed Rail
•

Semi high speed Rail creates development for better Mobility i.e Dedicated, High Speed,
High Capacity, Comfortable commuter service connecting regional nodes.

•

It is different from conventional Railway as it will provide Reliable, High Frequency, Point
to Point Regional Travel.

•

It is different from Metro as it caters to passengers looking to travel relatively longer
distance with fewer stops and at higher speed.

•

It is not subject to congestion, so it operates on schedule every day without delay especially during rush hour and peak travel times.

•

It links cities together into integrated regions that can then function as a single
stronger economy.

•

Semi high speed Rail broadens labor markets and offers workers a wider network
of employers to choose from.

•

Rs 1.25 trillion potential investment is envisaged bringing in potential FDI’s (Foreign Direct
investment)

•

It will lower our foreign trade deficit by hundreds of billions of dollars each year
from purchasing foreign oil.

•

It spurs the revitalization of cities by encouraging high density, mixed-use real
estate development around the stations.
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•

It encourages and enables the development of technology clusters with fast easy
access between locations.
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Case Studies
Case Study 1
Ghaziabad - Meerut RRTS corridor.
The National Capital Region (NCR) is a multi-state region with Delhi as its centre, covering an
area of 33,578 km2 spread over the States of Haryana, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and the
National Capital Territory (NCT)-D elhi. The NCR is a highly urbanized region with high population
and economic growth, involving large scale transportation of people and goods within the region.
The population of NCR is projected to be 641.38 lakhs by 2021. The existing transport system
within the region, consisting of a variety of modes like private and public road transport, suburban
rail system, and metro rail is inadequate to meet the passenger transport needs and there is
urgent need to enhance the regional transport system and encourage people to stop migration to
Delhi by offering them the alternative of settling in surrounding cities and being able to commute
to Delhi through a fast public transport system.
To promote the development of the NCR in a balanced manner, the National Capital Region
Planning Board (NCRPB) conducted a study that recommended a rail based sub urban transport
system i.e. Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS) for NCR. A total of 8 RRTS corridors linking
Delhi to surrounding cities have been proposed, out of which the Delhi- Meerut, Delhi-Palwal and
Delhi Panipat have been taken up for implementation in the first phase.
The Delhi Integrated Multi Modal Transit System (DIMTS) was entrusted with the preparation of
a feasibility report followed by a Detailed Project Report for the Delhi -Ghaziabad - Meerut RRTS
corridor.

Vision of the RRTS
The vision of RRTS can be summarized in the following points:
•

To create an optimized hi-speed high quality transport system having predominantly

•

seated accommodation and good comfort level for passengers

•

The operating pattern may include both non-stop and stopping at all stations journeys.

•

The non-stop journey between Delhi and Meerut to be in the order of 45-50 minutes for

•

the RRTS corridor

•

The Delhi terminus may be located for interchange with the existing Delhi Metro

•

network or any other separate continuing link with other alignments in the RRTS
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•

Interchange with other MRTS corridors including the development of feeder systems to

•

other MRTS corridors

•

To use Broad gauge track and coaches must meet standard Indian structure profile

•

Optimized locations of stations for ease of access to commuters and to serve maximum

•

volume of ridership

•

Optimize route, ridership and number of stops so as to achieve good operating speeds.

Methodology for the Study
The passenger traffic demand and need for the RRTS have been assessed through a traffic
demand study. Based on this, various alignment options for the RRTS have been considered and
the most suitable one chosen. Local government departments have also been consulted for this.
Next an operations study has been done to determine the frequency and size of trains which are
needed to be run in order to carry the projected traffic. Thereafter, options for the different
components of the RRTS like rolling stock, signal, trackwork, power supply and civil structures
are evaluated and the most appropriate design which can meet the operational requirements is
chosen. Due consideration is given at this stage to the client’s aspirations and requirements for
standardization of systems. Operation and Maintenance plan for the system and cost estimates
are then determined. An environment impact assessment and a, social impact assessment study
has been carried out to determine the environment and social impacts and their mitigation
measures.
As part of the exercise to prepare the Detailed Project Report, the following studies/plans were
also prepared:
i.

Feasibility report which includes the financial analysis and summary of the other reports

ii.

Travel Demand Forecast Report

iii.

Existing Condition Analysis Report

iv.

Alignment Options and Proposed Alignment Report

v.

Architecture and Urban Design Report for stations and transit oriented development

vi.

Engineering and Operations report

vii.

Topographical Survey Report Vol 1: Main Report

viii.

Topographical Survey Report Vol II: Proposed Plan and Profile

ix.

Geotechnical Report

x.

Environmental Impact Assessment report

xi.

Social Impact Assessment and Resettlement and Rehabilitation Plan

xii.

Utilities identification and shifting plans
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xiii.

Land Acquisition Plans

The route length of the corridor is 92.05 Kms, with 60.354 Kms elevated, 30.245 Kms
underground and 1.451 Kms of at grade track.

Integration has been provided at Sarai Kale Khan/Nizamuddin station for smooth transfer with
the Alwar RRTS and DMRC Phase-III corridor.
Project Cost and funding
Total km
Total Cost of the Project
Cost per km

: 90.20 km
: 32,598.6 crore
: 361.38 cr/km
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The project fund structuring is as follows
Amount
Sr.
No

1

Description

Equity Contribution

%

Rs. In Crore

40%

13,039.3

2

- Equity by Government of India (GOI)

15.85%

5,165.4

3

- Equity by Govt. of NCT of Delhi (GNCTD)

2.64%

861.1

4

- Equity by Govt. of UP

13.20%

4,304.3

5

- Subordinate Debt (SD) as equity for Central
Taxes by GOI/ GNCTD/ GoUP/ Land

8.31%

2,708.5

6

Soft Loan from ADB ( Debt Total)

60.00%

19,559.2

7

Grand Total

100.00%

32,598.6

The project financials works out as follows
Sr.
No

Description

Value (%)

1

Project IRR (Pre-tax)

8.02%

2

Project IRR (Post-tax)

6.43%

3

Equity IRR

8.30%

4

Economic IRR

19.81%

5

Minimum DSCR (Debt Service Coverage
Ratio)

1.12

6

Average DSCR

3.39
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Case Study 2
Delhi - Alwar RRTS
On similar lines as above the Delhi - Alwar RRTS corridor has also been planned.
Total km
: 164 km
Total Cost of Project
: 32,664 crore
Cost per km
: 199.17 cr/km
Means of Finance

Contribution

Rs. Crore

Equity Contribution

30%

9,799

- Contribution from GOI (MOUD, MOR and
NCPRB)

50%

4,900

- GNCT -Delhi

19.50%

1,911

- Govt. of Haryana

17.50%

1,715

- Govt. of Rajasthan

13.00%

1,274

Debt

70%

22,864

- Contribution from MRTF (5%)+ Contribution from
cess on Stamp Duty in TOD area (2%)+ Tax Free
Bonds(5%)

12.00%

3,994

- Senior Debt in form of Term Loan from Multi
Laterals

45%

14,678

- Subordinate Debt (Interest Free Loan) from
Central Government for tax on project goods (8%)+
Subordinate Debt (Interest Free Loan) from
Central Government for cost of land acquired for the
project (5%)

13%

4,192

Total

100%

32,664

Sr. No

Description

Value (%)

1

Project IRR (Pre-tax)

12.01%

3

Economic IRR

18.57 %

4

Minimum DSCR

3.50

5

Average DSCR

8.75
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❑ Based on assumptions, the project can sustain the cost of debt up to 6% (as available
from other Multilaterals like World Bank) with a minimum DSCR of 1.2
❑ However the project becomes unsustainable @ 70% debt, in case the cost of debt
funding raised to commercial rate of 12% pa, grace period is removed & repayment
period is reduced to 15 years from the present 30 years. To make debt sustainable, debt
levels have to be reduced to 25%.
❑ Even if VGF from the Government of India at 20% of the hard project cost is introduced,
the project IRR only rises marginally at 13.67% which is less than the acceptable level of
18-20%
Thus the project is not viable on purely commercial basis as whole.
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Case Study 3
Thiruvananthapuram- Kasaragod (Kerala) RRTS
Kerala Rail Development Corporation Ltd. (KRDCL) is a joint venture company of Ministry of
Railways and Kerala State Government. It has planned a semi high speed rail link between
Thiruvananthapuram to Kasargod. The salient features and financial abstract of the project are
as below:

Total km

: 531.45 km

Total Cost of Project

: 66,405 crore

Cost per km

: 124.95 cr/km

Means of Finance

Contribution

Rs. Crore

Debt in form of multilateral funding
loan including IDC

53%

35,181

Equity

47%

31,224

- Ministry of Railways

12%

7,720

- Government of Kerala

12%

7,720

- GoK- Land, EIA and R&R

13%

8,656

- Subordinated Debt as equity (Govt.
of India-5%, Govt. of Kerala-5%)

10%

7,128

Total

100%

66,405

Other Equity-Deferred Revenue (Real
Estate for PD)

Sr. No

Description

1

Project IRR

2

Equity IRR

3,485

Value (%)
@ concession period of 30 years

5.6%

@ concession period of 50 years

8.1%

@ concession period of 30 years

8.9%

@ concession period of 50 years

11%
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Need for Semi High speed rail system in Gujarat State
•

India’s first High Speed Train corridor between Ahmedabad and Mumbai is to be
operational by 2022-23.

•

This high speed rail corridor connects Ahmedabad to Mumbai via Vadodara, Bharuch,
Surat, Navsari, Vapi, Mumbai.

•

The proposed semi high speed rail link will definitely benefit from the link that high speed
bullet train has created by linking to the remotest parts of the state.

•

The travel time between Rajkot and Ahmedabad with this semi high speed rail connect
shall be reduced to less than 2 hours, which otherwise takes about 4.5 hours by road.

•

The travel time between Rajkot and Mumbai with this semi high speed and high speed
rail connect shall be reduced to less than 5 hours, which otherwise takes about 12-13
hours by road.

•

It shall provide seamless connectivity for users to travel up to Mumbai, within the same
time, by integration with Ahmedabad- Mumbai High speed rail corridor.

•

This connect will boost the growth in Religious & Wild life tourism in Saurashtra Region
as a whole.

•

It will undoubtedly become the “Gateway” to Industrial Belt of Jamnagar.
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•

There will be further development of MSME (Micro, small and medium enterprises) and
Large scale Industries in this region, thereby boosting the economy of the region by

fostering the economic development in second-tier cities along train routes.

Semi-High Speed Rail Development- Objectives and Commercial
Contours
This proposed Ahmedabad to Rajkot Semi High Speed Rail Link shall
•

Address the future passenger Traffic Demand as envisaged from secondary data.

•

Create Seamless and faster connectivity to Mumbai through inter-connect with High
speed Rail Link from Ahmedabad to Mumbai

•

Decongestion of National Highway & Rail Route between Ahmedabad & Rajkot

•

Reliable Connectivity between Ahmedabad & Rajkot vis-à-vis existing mode of
transport.

•

Better, user friendly on-board passenger amenities
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•

It is prudent to note that the project area connects two fast growing metropolitan cities.

•

This connect will improve or benefit about 1 crore people in the influence area.

Locational brief - Gujarat state
•

Located on the western coast of India, has the longest coastline of 1,600 Km.

•

Population of approximately 6.03 Crore (4.99% of Indian Population) . On the global map
Guajarat’s population is 68 million almost equivalent to United Kingdom which holds
population of 67 lakhs following France and Italy with populations 64 and 60 million
respectively.
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•

Ninth Largest State by Population(Equivalent to United Kingdom, France and Italy)

•

Sixth Largest State by Area (190,024 km2)

•

Gandhinagar, the capital city of Gujarat is located close to Amdavad (Ahmedabad), the
commercial capital.

Ahmedabad

Rajkot
About Ahmedabad
•

Ahmedabad is the financial capital of the most developed state (Gujarat) of India in recent
times under the leadership of our chief minister Shri Narendra Modi.

•

Ahmedabad is the most populated District in the State, with 7.20 million people.
(equivalent to Hong Kong)

•

Fourth Largest Population in Gujarat : 3.8 Million (Equivalent to Lebanon, Congo and
Kuwait)

•

A lot of migrant workers from other areas of Gujarat including Kutch and Saurashtra and
from the other states of Rajasthan and Maharashtra. They also came from the Pakistani
province of Sindh live in Ahmedabad.

•

Ahmedabad is the hub of trade and commerce in Gujarat. The commercial importance of
Ahmedabad makes the city an important travel destination in India. Besides being home
to a number of important industries, Ahmedabad also has a number of majestic
monuments, which remind us of the great historical and cultural past of the city.

Ahmedabad was incorporated into the Bombay Presidency during the British rule but
remained the most important city in the Gujarat region. Over a period of time, Ahmedabad
established itself as the home of textile industry and earned the nickname of "the
Manchester of the East." A rising centre of higher education, information technology and
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scientific industries, Ahmedabad continues to remain one of the important cultural and
commercial centers of western India

About Rajkot
•

Rajkot is the fourth largest state of Gujarat after Ahmedabad, Surat and Vadodara.

•

It is the 35th largest urban agglomeration in India, with a population more than 1.28 million
as of 2012. Rajkot is also the 22nd fastest growing city in the world. The city contains the
administrative headquarters of the Rajkot District, 245 km from the state capital,
Gandhinagar and is located on the banks of the Aji river and Nyari river. Rajkot was the
capital of Saurashtra state from 15 April 1948 to 31 October 1956, before its merger to
Bombay state on 1st November 1956. Rajkot was incorporated into Gujarat state from 1st
May 1960.

•

It is famous for its jewellery market, silk embroidery and watch parts. The city hosts several
small scale manufacturing industries. Some of the industrial products for which Rajkot is
known includes bearings, diesel engines, cutting appliances, machine tools and software
development. Rajkot is also famous for its gold purity. It has one of the largest gold
markets in India.

Present Scenario of Travel patterns between Ahmedabad and
Rajkot

Road travel pattern
At present the road corridor between the Ahmedabad and Rajkot is a four lane National Highway
which starts in the outskirts of Ahmedabad, traverses through the Central Gujarat and then leads
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in to Saurashtra. It connects Bamanbore near Rajkot, which is within the region of Saurashtra.
The work of converting this highway to six lanes is under progress.
This road route is proposed to be about 215 km and the travel time needed to cover this distance
is about 3 hrs 40 minutes.
As per secondary data, 109 lakh passengers commute annually on this route, with about 1200
daily bus trips occur on this corridor.
22% of total person trips produced from Ahmedabad are destined to Rajkot city and 30% viceversa

Understanding the traffic growth trend at 7% per annum and forecasting figures, this corridor will
have to be widened to more than 10 lane by 2031, and more than 20 lane by 2041. So road based
development will need huge road capacity and land. It will be unsustainable.
This impact of huge increase in traffic demand can be reduced substantially by introducing a
new Semi-High Speed Railway Corridor
Rail travel pattern
The existing rail link between Ahmedabad and Rajkot is not along the highway, but has a longer
route via Wankaner, Surendranagar, Viramgam. This rail link length is about 243 kms and the
average time taken to commute between Ahmedabad and Rajkot is about 4-5 hours.
As per secondary data, 2 lakh annual passengers commute daily by 14 trains each way.
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Schematic proposal for alignment of the Semi high speed rail
corridor.
Option 1: Along the National Highway 47 (NH47)-215km
This option is along the NH via Bavla, Limbdi and Chotila.
Option 2: Along the NH 47 & Connecting Sanand-227 km
This option is along the NH via Sanand, Bavala, Limbdi and Chotila
Option 3: Upgrading the existing Railway line-247 km
This option is along the existing track that runs via Viramgam, Surendranagar and
Wankaner,

Option 3 i.e Upgradation of rail line along this corridor to cater to the forecasted traffic is not
feasible due to its present characteristics i.e There are about 120 nos. level crossings on this link,
and about 40 nos. curves with radius less than 1500 metres. Also there are a lot of limitations in
upgradation viz.
•

Space constraints for easing the curves

•

Mixed Traffic route

•

Traffic density saturated - 30 GMT

•

Design Speed - 110 kmph

•

Upgrading is very expensive
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Recommended option for alignment
Option 2 is the recommended option of alignment from Sabarmati in Ahmedabad via Sanand and
Bavala to Rajkot (227 km)thus integrating with Ahmedbad-Mumbai High Speed Rail corridor. This
will save time, money and definitely shorten distance.

At Ahmedabad this proposed rail shall be connected at Sabarmati station so as to integrate with
Mumbai-Ahmedabad High Speed Rail (HSR) and existing Metro station. With this direct connect
at station, the gain in Inter-city travel is offset by intra-city travel time.
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Basic Features of the proposed Alignment
DETAILS OF ALIGNMENT :1. Proposed Distance

: 227.60 km

2. Max Permissible Speed

: 160 kmph

3. Proposed Travel Time

: <2 hours

4. No of Major stations
Limbdi, Chotila and Rajkot)

: 5 (including Sabarmati, Sanand, Bavla,

SALIENT FEATURES
1. Land Acquisition

: 86 km (430 hectare approx. )

2. Alignment shared with SH and NH

: 119 km

3. Alignment shared with Railway Track

: 22 km
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Technology proposed
•

The Rolling Stock for the Semi- High Speed Train is proposed to be T18 Trains which is
the first made-in-India engine-less train
(Vande Bharat Express is a T18 Train presently running between Delhi and Varanasi.
T18 on Delhi – Jammu- Katra Route )

•

Driven by a self-propulsion module sans a separate locomotive, Train 18 or T18, is
capable of running at a speed of up to 160 kmph. Train 18 comes with technical features
for enhanced quick acceleration.

•

The swanky 16-coach prototype without a locomotive (engine) will cut travel time by 15
per cent compared to the Shatabdi Express.

•

Developed by Chennai-based Integral Coach Factory, the fully AC train is designed in
such a way that passengers can see the driver's cabin.

•

The estimated cost of each Train 18 vehicle is Rs 100 crore.

•

The self-propelled train, fitted with CCTV cameras, would have two executive
compartments in the middle with 52 seats each whereas trailer coaches would have 78
seats each.
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•

Though the maximum speed of Train 18 is 160 kmph against 130 kmph of Shatabdi, the
issue could be the suitability of the existing tracks. The tracks are being improved and
once the tracks are fit to suit Train 18's speed, it would reduce travel time by around 15
per cent compared to Shatabdi.

•

Train 18 has diffused lighting, automatic doors and footsteps beside GPS-based
Passenger Information System.

•

The footstep in a coach's doorway slides outward when the train stops at a station
enabling passengers to alight safely with comfort. The footstep would adjust to the
variation in height between a train's floor and the platform.

•

The T18 shall utilise existing Railway Workshops thus there would be huge savings on
cost of creating separate maintenance facility for these rolling stocks.
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Cost Estimate

S.
Description

Unit

1

Elevated Viaduct

R. km.

2

Underground

R. km.

3

Station Building - Elevated

Each

4

Station Building - Underground

Each

5

Interchange facilities at Station

Each

6

Terminal arrangement

Each

7

E&M works at Station - Elevated

Each

8

E&M works at Station - Underground

Each

9

Permanent way

R. km.

No

Unit Rate as
Amount in INR
Quantity per Price Level
Cr.
Jan 2019
223

51.32

11,444.86

2

247.95

495.90

3

40.27

120.82

1

207.47

207.47

2

9.02

18.04

2

85.91

171.82

3

11.22

33.66

1

88.54

88.54

225

11.13

2,505.12

225

5.15

1,159.78

225

16.72

3,761.54

4

7.49

29.97

4

5.09

20.34

10 Traction & Power

R. km.

11 Signalling

R. km.

12 Telecom

Each

13 Automatic Fare Collection

Each

14 R&R including hutments

LS

15 Miscellaneous (Utilities, signages)

R. km.

16 Electrical and telecom utilities

LS

17 Special noise & Vibration treatment

R. km.

22.5

6.86

18 Temporary land for casting yard

Hect

10.0

1.58

429.55
56

5.41

304.44
429.55

Total at Price Level 2019

154.25
15.81
21,391.44
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19

Land Acquisition cost (approx)

20

Rolling stock cost

600

21

Depot (approx)

500

22

General Charges incl Design & PMC charges @ 6% except on land
cost approx
Grand Total at Price Level 2019
Price per Route km

4,500

1,300
28,291.44
125.74

Exclusions
1. IDC and Contingencies
2. Taxes and Duties
3. Sustainability Cost
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Passenger Profile

Type of Vehicle

No. of Vehicle
(Average
of
both way)

Occupancy
Factor

No. of Passenger
Per day

Car

4,267

1.5

Utility

12

1.5

18

Mini Bus

53

8.0

420

Government Bus

192

35.0

6,720

Private Bus

413

40.0

16,520

Total

6,401

30,079

Therefore,
No of Passenger per day

= 30,079 (each way)

No of Passenger per Annum

= 109 Lakhs (365*30,079)

By Bus

= 86 Lakhs

By Car & other

= 23 Lakhs

By Train

= 2 lakh

Mode Changing Factor
For Bus

= 0.75

For Car & Other

= 0.5

For Train Passengers

= 0.65

Total RRT Ridership per Annum

= 77.7 Lakhs (each way)

Total RRT Ridership per Day

= 21,287 (each way)
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Tentative Train Scheduling & Cost Analysis
•

Frequency of operation (each way)

= 45 minutes

•

1st service time (each way)

= 05:00 AM

•

Last service time (each way)

= 22:15 Hrs.

•

No. of services (each way)/day

= 24

•

Number of rakes

= 7+ 1 (Traffic Spare)+ 1 (Maintenance

Spare)
•

Number of coaches per train

= 10

•

Cost per train

= 62 Cr.

•

Cost of 9 trains

=

558 Cr. Say 600 Cr

Tentative fare and Revenue chart
Fare/km

One way fare

Fare Box
Revenue
(in Crores)

Non fare box @
15%
(in Crores)

Total Revenue
(in Crores)

2.0

450

700

105

805

2.7

607.5

945

141

1,086

3.0

675

157

1,207

3.25

731.25

171

1,309

4.0

900

210

1,610

5.0

1125

262

2,012

6.0

1350

315

2,415

1,050
1,138
1,400
1,750
2,100

Cost & Interest rate Sensitivity with Rs 3.25/km fare
•

Cost

•

Debt to Equity Ratio

= 60:40

•

Amount of Debt

= 16,974.6 Cr.

•

Amount of Equity

= 11,316.4 Cr.

= 28,291 Crores
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•

Repair & Maint cost/p.a.

= 125 Cr.

•

Salary expenses

= 75 Cr.

•

Depreciation cost/p.a.

= 50 Cr.

•

Fuel/Energy charges/p.a

= 125 Cr

Rate
of
Interest
(%
per
Annum)

Annual
Interest

9.5

1,613

9.0

1,528

8.0

1,358

7.0

1,188

6.0

1,018

5.0

849

4.0

679

3.5

594

3.0

509

2.0

339

/p.a.

Total
Expenditure

Total
Revenue

Total
Surplus
679.40
594.52
424.78
255.03
85.28

1,988
1,903
1,733
1,563
1,393
1,308
1,224

84.47

1,054

254.22

969

339.09

884

423.97

714

593.72

Best Scenario
•

Rate of Interest

=

5.0%

•

Fare Rs 3.25 /km

=

Rs 732 (One way)

•

Revenue Sharing

=

90% G-Ride & 10% Railways

•

Debt Equity

=

60:40

•

Net Revenue

=

Rs 1,308 cr
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•

Net Expenditure

=

Rs 1,224 cr

•

Surplus

=

Rs 84.47 cr

Possible Interventions for Sustainability
•

Electricity Sources From Renewable Energy?
•

Potential of Gujarat: Wind - 85 GW, Solar - 35 GW, Biomass - 900 MW, Mini
Hydro - 100 MW

•

Current: Wind – 5.9 GW, Solar – 1.9 GW, Biomass – 51.2 MW, Mini Hydro - 35
MW

•

All buildings and office infrastructure as green rated buildings
•

IGBC* Green Mass Rapid Transit System (MRTS)

•

IGBC Green Landscapes

•

IGBC Green New Buildings

•

Simple Versatile Affordable Green Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment

•

Carbon offset/carbon credit mechanism at the institution level?

•

On the lines of the PM2.5 market in the State?

•

Sustainable water and waste management

•

Assessment of carbon sink potential along the rail corridor and the estimation of
plantation needs

•

Estimated no of trees: 4.95 lakh?

•

Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Estimation for the project

•

Support towards Creating and Accessing Green Bonds for Project Financing
•

At 389bn in green bonds, transport is the largest theme in the climate-aligned
bonds

•

Railway companies make up 90% of the Transport sector bonds
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Financial Structuring of Project – G-RIDE
•

Aim to pool in public resources of various arms and agencies of the State and Union
Government

•

To structure bankable projects with the relevant partners/stakeholders

•

Independent SPVs (Subsidiaries) for each rail connectivity project.

•

G-RIDE to hold at least 26% stake in each of these independent SPVs.

Proposed Semi-High Speed Corridors Will Open Up Entire Area
for Development
Possible Corridors :
•

Ahmedabad – Rajkot – Jamnagar – Dwarika

•

Ahmedabad – Gandhidham - Bhuj

•

Ahmedabad – Amreli – Junagadh – Porbandar

•

Ahmedabad – Dholera – Bhavnagar

•

Ahmedabad – Mahesana – Patan – Palanpur
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Way forward
Once in principle approval is accorded it is required toperform the entire study in two stages
Stage 1 - Conduct Feasibility Study that would
•

Detailed Traffic Assessment

•

Survey

•

Technology Selection

•

Alignment Finalization

•

Project Abstract Cost

•

Financial Viability

Stage 2 - Prepare Detailed Project Report that would prima facia include the following
•

Detailed Engineering Solutions

•

Architectural Concept

•

Train Operation Plan

•

Project detailed cost

•

Transit Oriented Development

•

Financial Model & Economical assesment

•

Sustainability Analysis

•

Environment and Social Impact Assessment

•

Implementation Plan
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